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Due to the lack of adequate information, there is no an attempt to make a Hittite cultic calendar. But, festivals associated with the agricultural cycle for the Hittite cultic calendar can be taken into account. There were numerous festivals in Hittite Anatolia during the second millennium BC. While some of these festivals took more than one month, some were taking in a few hours. Typically, Hittite festivals have spiritual characteristics and consist of libations for different types of gods. It is possible to make a cultic calendar considering the distribution of festivals during the year. Most of the festivals are taking place in autumn and spring. Therefore, it may be said that Hittite festivals are connected with the agricultural cycle. The spring feasts in the beginning of agricultural activities celebrated for the gods related to "seed" and the autumn feasts in the end of the agricultural activities celebrated for the gods related to "harvest". This situation indicates that the Hittite cultic calendar has an economic aspect. The gods in the Hittite pantheon represent natural events that determine agricultural activities. For this reason it can be said that the agricultural cycle formed the Hittite cultic calendar.

Even though they were a major political power in the 2nd Millennium BC Anatolia, Hittites remained under the influence of other societies in cultural terms. This influence can be clearly observed especially in religious aspects. Relating with the spiritual world of the Hittites, religious festivals, rituals and mythological tales bear evident traces of the Anatolian and other Near Eastern communities of Antiquity. It is also possible to monitor this influence on Greek and Roman cultures, after the period of the Hittites.¹

Most Hittite cuneiform texts bear religious characteristics in nature. These texts mention the names of about one hundred seventy festivals² and rituals. They were celebrated on a regular basis and this situation indicates the existence of a cultic calendar. In the current study, a dating effort will be made to find out the distribution of these religious events throughout the year.

Except for a few great festivals, most Hittite cuneiform texts only mention the names of the religious festivals and rituals. Even though the subject is disputed, it should not be forgotten that the term "festival" could be used in a different meaning- as opposed to present connotations- by Hittites, because the
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Sumerian monogram of EZEN, (Hittite reading šiyamana-?) also means "cult meal" and "great feast". What was meant here must be the libation performed for gods. Therefore, excluding some grand religious festivals, it can be wiser to see these activities as some sort of rituals that include libations performed for the gods, rather than festivals in today’s sense.

As it can be understood from the instruction texts relating the temple servitors, Hittites were quite precise about the timing of their religious ceremonies. Importance was not attached to this precise timing in vain, because a substantial number of these events were in parallel with the agricultural implementations taking place throughout the year.

It has been revealed that the most important festivals and rituals mentioned in Hittite texts were generally performed either in spring or fall. Rather than a mere coincidence, this must have been related with the transforming nature and agricultural cycle. The agricultural year starts in Anatolia in spring with planting seeds, and ends in fall with the harvesting of crops. In a similar tendency, festival rituals of the Hittites in spring were related with seed, soil and the New Year and the rituals in fall were related with harvesting and threshing. It may be possible to generate a Hittite cultic calendar based on the agricultural characteristics of the mentioned religious events.

We do not encounter any names of months in the Hittite cuneiform texts. Nevertheless, three seasons are mentioned, which are hamešhant (spring), zenant (fall), and gimant (winter). Connected with fall, there are also some marks (BURU_X) indicating summer. Although not yet certain, the Hittites are believed to have used a lunar based calendar.

---


The strongest evidence about the beginning of the Hittite cultic calendar indicates that it was spring, because calendars started with religious rituals performed at the beginning of the agricultural season in most agriculture-based communities of the ancient Near East. The solar calendar of Egypt started with the month of Hoiach, when the Nile started to overflow in the middle of June. In the lunar calendars of the ancient Mesopotamia the year started with the festival of Akitu, which was celebrated in March-April. It can be assumed that a similar approach was adopted in Anatolia during the Hittites era. In such a case, spring, through which the agricultural season starts in Anatolia, can be perceived as the beginning point of the Hittite calendar/cultic calendar. Because Hittites were an agricultural society, and success or failure in agriculture were vital for them. To be able to get a hold of the fertility arising in spring, the major religious rituals were performed at that period of the year.

The festival of purulli (ezen purulli/wurulli/purulliyaš), which is mentioned in the Hittite cuneiform texts, could be indicating that the Hittite cultic calendar began in spring. It is understood from the Illyunka myth and annals of Muršili II which provide us with information about the festival, that the festival was celebrated in spring and at the beginning of the year. Although there is no information about the theme of the festival, the fact that the word...
"pur/wur"\textsuperscript{15} means "country, land"\textsuperscript{16} and that it was performed at the beginning of the agricultural season may be referring to the agricultural aspect of the festival.

Another Hittite festival which is understood to have been celebrated in spring is the AN.TAH.ŠUM Plant Festival \textsuperscript{(EZEN AN.TAH.ŠUM\textsuperscript{SAR}).}\textsuperscript{17} The species of this plant is not definite. Different opinions have been put forward about it being a type of colchicum, \textsuperscript{18} saffron, \textsuperscript{19} or lily. \textsuperscript{20} However, the plant must have been grown in spring, when the festival was performed.\textsuperscript{21} The Texts mention the opening of the giant pithos (harši) during a ritual performed on the sixth\textsuperscript{22} and twelfth\textsuperscript{23} day of the festival, which lasted for thirty-eight days in total. The opening and closing of these pithos were performed through certain rituals. During the Festival of filling in the harši pithos (\textsuperscript{EZEN harši [şuhhuwaš])\textsuperscript{24} celebrated in fall immediately after harvesting, these grain pithos were filled with barley and then sealed. In the following spring, the sealed pithos were opened in the Festival of opening the harši pithos (\textsuperscript{EZEN DUG harši


\textsuperscript{19} "\textit{anthos}"; F. Cornelius, "Das Hethitische ANTAHSUM\textsuperscript{SAR}-Fest" ["The Hittite ANTAHSUM\textsuperscript{SAR}-Festival"], \textit{Actes de la Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale}, 17 (1969): 171.
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\textsuperscript{22} "they open harši pithos of the right side of the Storm-god of Zippalanda" KBo 10.20 8 38

\textsuperscript{23} "they open harši pithos of the Storm-god of Hatti" KBo 10.20 II 15.
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hešuwaš), and the grains inside were used in the celebrations made during the festival.

Another ritual that was performed related with the AN.TAH.ŠUM Plant Festival was the hadaúri festival (EZEN padaúri). This festival, the lexical meaning of which is unknown, was actually a ritual where sheep were sacrificed and offered to gods on the 12th, 17th, 20th and 21st days of AN.TAH.SUM Plant Festival.

Another Hittite festival that was celebrated in spring was the Spring Festival (EZEN hamešhantaš/DISU/TEŠI). It was claimed that the name of the festival, hamešhantaš, originated from hant-weša and hant-miyaša. From this point of view, hant-weša means 'spring' in Hittite language. The morpheme mai-łmiya- included in the second word, as it can also be seen in texts about purulliyaš festival, means "to grow".

Rituals to make it rain for the sake of a fertile agricultural period were common in the ancient Near East. A ritual that must have been connected with this type of practice is mentioned in the Hittite cuneiform texts. The ceremony called the Rain Festival (EZEN heuwaš/ZUNNI) was most probably performed in spring. Otherwise, the festival of procreation (?)/birth (?) (EZEN haššumas).

27. Another ritual that was performed related with the AN.TAH.ŠUM Plant Festival was the hadaúri festival (EZEN padaúri). This festival, the lexical meaning of which is unknown, was actually a ritual where sheep were sacrificed and offered to gods on the 12th, 17th, 20th and 21st days of AN.TAH.SUM Plant Festival.
28. Goetze, "On the Hittite Words for 'Year' and the Seasons and for 'Night' and 'Day'", 469.
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31. H. A. Hoffner, "An English-Hittite Dictionary", *Revue Hittite et Asianique*, XXV/80, 1967): 41; Rost, "Zu den hethitischen Bildbeschreibungen", 173. A Hittite text indicates that the Hittite King visited Ankuwa so as to celebrate the Rain Festival in spring: VAT 7458; H. Otten, "Ein Hethitisches Festritual (KBo XIX 128)" ["A Hittite Festival Ritual (KBo XIX 128)"], *Studien zu den Bogazköy-Texten*, 13 (1971): 48; A. Unal, "Nochmals zur Geschichte und Lage Hethitischen Stadt Ankuwa" ["Once Again the History and Localization of the Ankuwa City"], *Studi Micenei ed Egeo-Anatolici*, 24, (1984): 103. In some areas this is an annual spring rite in today's Anatola and it is believed that the rain will continue to fall. I. Basgoz, "Rain-Making Ceremonies in Turkey and Seasonal Festivals", *Journal of American Oriental Society*, 87, no. 3 (1967): 304. The most precipitous period in the Central Anatolia starts in the last days of April and continues throughout May. Just as it is today, this rainy period, called Kirkikindi (Convectonal) rain, was vital for Hittites, who were dependent on farming to survive. The period when the Rain Festival mentioned in Hittite texts could have been performed in parallel with that rainy period. The festival is mentioned in the 38th day of AN.TA H.SUM Plant Festival: "the next day the king performs the Rain festival" (KBo 10.20 IV 19; Guterbock, "An Outline of Hittite AN.TAH.SUM Festival", 97). This statement shows that EZEN heuwaš is a ritual in of AN.TAH.SUM Plant Festival.
and the Tunder Festival (EZEN tethešnaš) were probably celebrated in the spring.  

No discrimination was made in the Hittite cuneiform texts between the seasons of spring and summer. However, there are opinions about the existence of a separate summer season. Just as spring refers to soil and seeds, the characteristic feature of the following season is the harvest.

One of the festivals that are thought to have been celebrated in summer was the Sickle Festival (EZEN URUDÈ SU.KIN.DÙ), The period when the festival was celebrated must have been around June, which is also called the Sickle Month in Anatolia today. In Central Anatolia, crops, the seeds of which are planted in spring, are the first harvested in the month of June.

The Harvest Festival (EZEN U.BURU/BURU/BURU/BURU) mentioned in the Hittite texts must also have been celebrated in summer, along with the Sickle festival, because there is no evidence in the Hittite texts that crops were harvested in spring. There is little information about the Fruit Festival (EZEN GURUN) mentioned in the texts as well. Nevertheless, it is probable that the festival was performed in summer, when the fruits are harvested.

In accordance with the information provided in the Hittite texts, it is difficult to discriminate fall from summer, because harvesting of some crops


34. EZEN tethesnas: KUB 25.13 1 8: Carter, Hittite Cult- Inventories, 170. For the contrary arguments see: KUB 18.12 Vs. 1.5.

35. The word BURUx was used in the texts to represent summer. BURUx lexically means harvesting. Thus, it is assumed to refer to harvesting period; H. A. Hoffner, Alimenta Hethaeorum, 24.


38. The Sun God (UTU-SI) associated with the festival; KUB 42.91 rev. III 1-9; J. Hazenbos, The Organization of the Anatolian Local Cults during the Thirteenth Century B.C., Cuneiform Monographs 21 (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2003), 112. KBo 2.1 I 44; Rost, "Zu den hethitischen Bildbeschreibungen", 173.


continues into the fall season. The characteristic features of fall can be perceived as harvesting and threshing, followed by harvesting the crops. The season is speculated to have started in September or August in the Hittites era.

One of the most important festivals that the Hittites are thought to have celebrated in fall was nuntarriyašaš Festival (EZEN nuntarriyašaš). The lexical meaning of the word is Hurry/Speed/Haste Festival. The festival, which lasted about forty-three days, consisted of an intense cultic tour. Therefore, there are some opinions indicating that the festival got its name from these cultic tours that are performed intensively in a fast manner. Because of that, this festival is seen as the equivalent of AN.TAH.ŠUM Plant Festival, which was celebrated in spring, in the fall season by some. The agricultural season probably started with the AN.TAH.ŠUM Plant Festival and ended with the nuntarriyašaš Festival. It was claimed that the Fall Festival (EZEN zenandaš) got its name from the season it was celebrated in, was actually the same event with nuntarriyašaš Festival, and two different names were given to the same festival. Though this claim cannot be verified, it is clearly indicated in the inscriptions that the harši pithos opened in spring were filled in and sealed in the Fall Festival. It may be acceptable to see this event as the end of the agricultural season.

Another important event in the Hittite cultic calendar was EZEN KILAM. It is generally translated as the Gate/Marketplace Festival. The festival lasted...
just for three days and the libations were made for the sake of Crops God (D’halki).\textsuperscript{53} Royal depot keepers coming from different cities stood next to piles of crops they brought, and presented their "houses" in turn and performed their libations\textsuperscript{54} after they were introduced to the king in the order of the names of cities. The meaning of "houses" is unclear in this context, yet it is possible that it is related with the pile of crops mentioned in the previous sentence. In this sense, it can be stated that agricultural products coming from different cities were presented to the king and this event was actually some sort of a taxation ceremony. The festival could have taken its name from the venue of the event, as it might have been performed at the gate or in the garden of the palace. The fact that the festival was performed at a time when agricultural yield was very high during the harvesting period,\textsuperscript{55} the city depots were full and a certain amount of crops were brought to the capital supports this very idea.

Another festival related with harvesting was the Vintage/Grape Harvest Festival\textsuperscript{56} (\textsuperscript{EZEN} G\textsuperscript{IŠ} GEŠTIN/tuhšuwaš). The festival was referred to the Storm God, who represents harvesting in mythology.\textsuperscript{57} Even if we cannot indicate an exact date for the Hittites era, presently, grapes are generally harvested on the first days of September in Anatolia.

There are also some festivals mentioned in the cuneiform texts of the Hittites about threshing performed upon harvesting. These festivals are called Threshing Floor/Accumulating Festival\textsuperscript{58} (\textsuperscript{EZEN} hahrannaš), Grain/Crop Piling/Compile of Grain Festival\textsuperscript{59} (\textsuperscript{EZEN} harpaš/harpīya), and Cereal Stack/Grain Heap Festival\textsuperscript{60} (\textsuperscript{EZEN} Šeliyaš).

After fall, in parallel with the end of the agricultural season, there were almost no festivals celebrated in winter.\textsuperscript{61} The most prominent festival

\textsuperscript{54} KUB 10.1 I 1-28; Singer, "The Hittite K.I.LAM Festival, Part Two", 22-23.
\textsuperscript{57} KUB 42.91 III 10; Hazenbos, \textit{The Organization of the Anatolian Local Cults During the Thirteenth Century B.C.}, 112. KUB 38.12 I 23; Rost, "Zu den hethitischen Bildbeschreibungen", 172.
\textsuperscript{60} Hoffner, "An English-Hittite Dictionary", 40; Rost, "Zu den hethitischen Bildbeschreibungen", 173; Darga, \textit{Karadma Sehri Kült-Envanteri}, 14.
\textsuperscript{61} According to Hoffner the harvest continued from July to October and the winter began in November. Hoffner, \textit{Alimenta Hethaeorum}, 28.
mentioned in the Hittite texts is the Winter Festival (EZEN gimmant), which got its name from the season it was performed in. Otherwise, EZEN MU-ti was probably celebrated in the winter.

It is observed that most of the festivals mentioned in the cuneiform texts of the Hittites were closely related with the agricultural season throughout the year. Rituals starting in spring and aiming at maintaining a fertile agricultural season, ended with rituals about harvesting and threshing performed in summer and fall. As per this fact, we can interpret that the spiritual world of Hittites was immensely influenced by such an economic activity as agriculture.

### Table 1. Distribution some of the Hittite Festivals Related with Agricultural Cycle According to the Seasons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Festival Name</th>
<th>Trans. of Festival Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring/hamešhunt</td>
<td>EZEN purulı/ wurulı/ purulliyaš</td>
<td>f. of earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN AN.TAH.ŠUMŠAR</td>
<td>f. of AN.TAH.ŠUM plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN DUG harši hešuwaš</td>
<td>f. of opening the harši vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN hamešhanda/ DIŠU/ TEŠIllustration of  Table 1. Distribution some of the Hittite Festivals Related with Agricultural Cycle According to the Seasons</td>
<td>f. of spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN hewaš/ZU-UN-Nı</td>
<td>f. of rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>EZEN ŠU.KIN.DŪ/ ĀRUĐU/ SU.KIN.DŪ</td>
<td>festival of wielding the sickle, of sickle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN Ú.BURU/ GIŠBURU/ EBUR</td>
<td>f. of harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN GURUN</td>
<td>f. of fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall/zenant</td>
<td>EZEN nantarriyašhaš</td>
<td>f. of haste, of swiftness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN zenandaš</td>
<td>f. of fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN harši šuḫhuwaš</td>
<td>f. of pouring into harši vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN KI.LAM</td>
<td>f. of gate, of marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN.GIŠ GEŠTI/ tahušawaš</td>
<td>f. of grape harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN hahrannaš</td>
<td>f. of accumulating, ingathering (of crops)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN harpaš/harpiya</td>
<td>f. of compile of grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EZEN šeliyaš</td>
<td>f. of grain heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter/gimant</td>
<td>EZEN gimmant</td>
<td>f. of winter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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